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The objective of the Market Matters Active High 

Conviction SMA is to provide an active exposure to 

Australian large-cap shares, with reduced volatility 

through stock selection, targeted hedging & 

managing cash. Returns will be achieved through a 

combination of capital appreciation and income 

with an overall objective of outperformance of the 

S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index over the 

medium term, (3 years) but with lower volatility.  

 

MARKETS & PERFORMANCE  

The Market Matters Active High Conviction 
portfolio returned 2.06% in February, largely in 
line with its benchmark of the S&P/ASX 200 
Accumulation Index which added 2.14%. The 
portfolio has returned +11.49% for the rolling 
12-months.  
 

 
 
February was a better month for Australian 
equities with the ASX 200 adding 2.14% on an 
accumulation basis, outperforming most other 
global markets, particularly those with a 
technology focus such as the US which declined by  
~5%.  Geopolitical events overshadowed local 
reporting season, however, both aspects are highly 
relevant.   
 
On the geopolitical front, Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine is a humanitarian disaster and our heart 
goes out to those facing this escalating conflict. 

 
 

 
 
 
From a market’s perspective, Russia & Ukraine are 
major producers of energy & other industrial & 
agricultural commodities and as conflict has risen, 
so too has the price of these important global 
inputs. While rising prices have had a positive 
influence on the shares of the companies that 
produce them, and this has been supportive of the 
portfolio overall, these rising prices at a time when 
inflation is already high is a key risk factor, which 
may ultimately prompt more aggressive tightening 
from central banks.  
  
In terms of the domestic reporting season, overall, 
it was strong and on UBS numbers, beats have 
outnumbered misses 4:3 while we’ve seen overall 
earnings growth estimates upgraded by ~2%. Often 
in Australia, we see downgrades post reporting 
given analysts are too optimistic ahead of results. 
This is an impressive outcome given the complex 
set of conditions businesses faced over the period. 

The Energy, Financials, and Media sectors were 
particularly strong, Energy due to price support 
however Financials & Media provide a positive 
read-through for the broader economic picture. 
Supply chains and labour shortages were an issue 
and most companies think these will persist, that’s 
also feeding inflationary pressures however most 
companies are successfully passing through 
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increased costs to the end consumer, therefore 
maintaining margins. Cost control was also a 
highlight while we were positively surprised to see 
solid guidance for the FY. 

PORTFOLIO STOCKS 

 
 
The portfolio holds concentrated positions in 20 
stocks and applies specific stock & sector tilts with 
a focus on risk-adjusted returns over the medium 
term. It was a reasonable month from a return 
perspective with the portfolio up +2.06%, 
recouping over half of the losses from January. The 
past 6 months have been challenging and it’s 
pleasing to see the portfolio outperform by 3.75% 
and a more modest 2.15% per annum over the past 
2 years. Consistency in delivering returns in excess 
of the market with lower risk & volatility is the 
primary objective of this portfolio. 
 
Commodity stocks were key contributors to 
performance while our technology holdings 
dragged. Our biggest error of judgment was 
towards the artificial intelligence business, Appen 
(APX) which cost the portfolio 76bps following a  
poor FY21 result and a change in their policy 
around forward guidance. By doing this, they all 
but confirmed the main bear thesis on the stock,  
which is a lack of earnings visibility.   
 
 

A number of stocks we hold in this portfolio 
positively surprised us this reporting period,  
with investment platform HUB24 (HUB) top of the 
list.  HUB delivered a very strong result along with 
upbeat guidance for FY22. Importantly, margins 
improved (not declined) like their competitors. The 
stock deserved its post results bump. 
 

 
 
Commonwealth Bank (CBA) was another standout 
result and it’s not often we see CBA rally ~6% in 
one session. While their earnings were above our 
expectations by around 5%, the quality of the 
result was good and their positive forward-looking 
economic commentary was also a feature.  
 
Overall, we were pleased with reporting season, 
content with the amount we learned from our 
companies, and we leave February in better shape 
than we entered.  
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DISCLOSURE 

 

Market Matters, its employees, associates and / or 

contributors may hold stocks mentioned in this report.  

Performance of the Model Portfolio is based on a model 

portfolio and is gross of investment management, 

administration fees and transaction costs. The total 

return performance figures quoted are historical and 

include franking credits. Total returns assume the 

reinvestment of all portfolio income. 

DISCLAIMER 

All figures contained from sources believed to be 

accurate.  Market Matters does not make any 

representation of warranty as to the accuracy of the 

figures and disclaims any liability resulting from any 

inaccuracy.   

Reports and other documents published on this website 

and email (‘Reports’) are authored by Market Matters 

and the reports represent the views of Market Matters.  

The Reports contain general, as opposed to personal, 

advice. That means they are prepared for multiple 

distributions without consideration of your investment 

objectives, financial situation and needs (‘Personal 

Circumstances’). Accordingly, any advice given is not a 

recommendation that a particular course of action is 

suitable for you and the advice is therefore not to be 

acted on as investment advice. You must assess whether 

or not any advice is appropriate for your Personal 

Circumstances before making any investment 

decisions. You can either make this assessment 

yourself, or if you require a personal recommendation, 

you can seek the assistance of a financial advisor. 

 

. 
Market Matters or its author(s) accepts no responsibility 

for any losses or damages resulting from decisions made 

from or because of information within this publication. 

Investing and trading in financial products are always 

risky, so you should do your own research before buying 

or selling a financial product. The Reports are published 

by Market Matters in good faith based on the facts known 

to it at the time of their preparation and do not purport 

to contain all relevant information with respect to the 

financial products to which they relate. Although the 

Reports are based on information obtained from sources 

believed to be reliable, Market Matters does not make 

any representation or warranty that they are accurate, 

complete or up to date and Market Matters accepts no 

obligation to correct or update the information or 

opinions in the Reports. Market Matters may publish 

content sourced from external content providers.  

If you rely on a Report, you do so at your own risk. Past 

performance is not an indication of future performance. 

Any projections are estimates only and may not be 

realised in the future. Except to the extent that liability 

under any law cannot be excluded, Market Matters 

disclaims liability for all loss or damage arising as a 

result of any opinion, advice, recommendation, 

representation or information expressly or impliedly 

published in or in relation to this report notwithstanding 

any error or omission including negligence. 


